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Abstract: Every year there's a big paper format that has requirements. In order to 

test whether the format of the paper is satisfactory, students and mentors must spend 

a lot of energy to check their own students 'graduation. The degree thesis must be 

completed by the graduates. The quality of the paper affects whether the students 

can graduate. Therefore, each school is in compliance with the standard format of the 

text. However, manual inspection not only takes time, but also requires a lot of energy. 

At the same time, it is also particularly prone to oversight. Therefore, it is very 

necessary to provide a service for the examination of degree papers. This will greatly 

reduce the burden on teachers and students and save a lot of manpower and material 

resources. Most of the papers are written using word software. There are a lot of 

software on the Internet to check the content of the papers, but there is almost no 

software for detecting the paper format. The goal of this paper is to set up a paper 

format detection system to test the format of student papers, make it easy for users 

to use and reduce the burden on users. According to the needs analysis of the system, 

the system is divided into three parts: positioning, format acquisition, and format 

comparison. The format of the paper is tested, and the results are output. It is only 

necessary to obtain the student's paper to achieve rapid detection. This will greatly 

reduce the burden on students and teachers to check the format of the paper and 

save a lot of manpower and material resources. 
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1. Introduction 

With the continuous development of education, a large number of students enter the 

university hall every year, and a large number of students graduate each year. The 

graduation thesis is a comprehensive practical teaching link that is very important 

during the school. Whether the graduation thesis can be written determines whether 
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the students can go smoothly. If you graduate, can you get the bachelor's degree you 

dreamed of. At present, various school papers in the country not only have strict 

requirements on content, but also have strict specifications for the format of 

graduation thesis. 

Graduate graduation thesis schools generally require the use of word to write, and the 

format of the paper is very specific, and the requirements are very strict. It is usually 

divided into the cover of the paper, the abstract of the paper, the catalogue of the 

paper, the title of the paper, the body of the paper, The paper's graphics, paper forms, 

paper formulas, paper references, headers, footers, etc., the school has strict 

requirements for each part, requiring students to write according to school rules, so 

that students' papers are In line with the norms, the school students' papers are in 

the same format and guarantee the standardization of the papers. [1] Students should 

write according to the format requirements when writing the thesis. After writing, they 

must first check the format themselves, so as to find out the place where the format 

is not in conformity, and then hand the paper to the teacher to check again what is 

not the norm. And then modify it again, correct it again, until the paper conforms to 

the norm. This way of relying on the manual examination by the teachers and students 

themselves not only requires a lot of students and teachers, but also the way of 

checking the students and teachers. Ignore some subtleties. At the same time, this is 

also the work that all graduates have to carry out every year. Students need to take a 

lot of energy to strictly follow the requirements. It takes a lot of time for the teacher 

to check, and the students need to wait in the middle, which takes more time for 

teachers and students. This is a very waste of time. Therefore, it is very necessary to 

design a paper format detection system. The paper format detection system designed 

this time realizes the automatic detection of the paper format by relying on the system 

function, and displays the non-standardized place. For students and teachers, this is 

It is very convenient, so it greatly reduces the burden on teachers and students, saves 

a lot of material and manpower for teachers and students, and has very strong 

practical use value. 

 

2. Requirements Analysis 

The purpose of the graduate paper format detection system is to realize the detection 

of the graduate paper format and output the non-compliant areas, so as to reduce the 

manpower and material resources required by the students and teachers to check 

whether the paper format conforms to the standard. The system only needs to upload 

the paper to the system to detect the irregularity of the paper format in a short time, 

so that students can change the incorrect format of the paper and save students and 

teachers time. 
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According to the needs of the system, each part of the paper format can be tested, 

and the cover format, the abstract format, the catalog format, the text format, the 

table format, the graphic format, the header and footer format, and the reference 

format are respectively detected one by one. A description of each part of the test. 

(1) Cover of the paper 

The cover of the paper mainly detects the font, font size, position, bold and line 

spacing, segment front distance, segment back distance, etc. The title font in the cover 

is Song, the font size is the small size, and the position is centered. 

(2) Abstract of the paper 

The abstract part of the paper needs to detect the number of keywords, font, font 

size, position, segment front distance, and segment back distance. It also detects the 

font, font size, line spacing, and segment distance of the summary content, and then 

detects the number of keywords in the English abstract. Font, font size, position, 

segment leading distance, segment back distance, and the font, font size, line spacing, 

and segment leading distance of the contents of the English abstract. 

The Chinese topic font in the abstract part is black, and the font size is small one font. 

The alignment is centered, the front distance is 0 lines, and the back distance is 0 

lines. 

The Chinese topic font in the abstract part is black, and the font size is small 2nd font. 

The alignment is centered, the front distance is 0 lines, and the back distance is 0 

lines. The Chinese part of the abstract part is Song, the font size is the small four font, 

the first line is indented by two characters, the front distance is 0 lines, the back 

distance is 0 lines, and the line spacing is a fixed value of 20 pounds. 

The keyword requirement in the summary part is that the font is in bold, the font size 

is the fourth font, and the first line is indented by two characters. The keyword part 

of the summary part is required to be the font of the Song, the font size is the small 

four font, and the number is three to five. 

The English title font of the abstract part is Times New Roman, the font size is the 

small one font, the alignment is centered, the front distance is 0 lines, and the back 

distance is 0 lines. 

The English abstract title font of the abstract part is Times New Roman, the font size 

is the small two font, the alignment is centered, the front distance is 0 lines, and the 

back distance is 0 lines. The English part of the abstract part is Times New Roman, 

the font size is the small four font, the first line is indented by two characters, the 

front distance is 0 lines, the back distance is 0 lines, and the line spacing is 1.5 times 

the line spacing. 

The abstract requirement for the abstract part is Times New Roman, the font size is 

the fourth font, and the first line is indented by two characters. The abstract part of 
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the abstract part requires that the font be Times New Roman, the font size is a small 

four font, and the number is three to five. 

(3) Catalogue of papers 

 When the directory is detected, the font, font size, line spacing, indentation, etc. of 

the directory are detected. The format requirements of the two words of the directory 

are that the font is in bold, the font size is the small two font, the alignment is centered, 

the front distance is 0 lines, and the back distance is 0 lines. The font part of the 

catalog is Song, the font size is the small four font, the front distance is 0 lines, the 

back distance is 0 lines, and the line spacing is a fixed value of 20 pounds. 

(4) The main body of the paper 

 The body part needs to detect the font size, font, line spacing, segment leading 

distance, and indentation of the paragraph. The font of the first-level heading of the 

body part is in bold, the font size is small two, and the alignment is centered. The font 

of the second-level heading in the body part is bold and the font size is number three. 

The font of the first-level heading of the body part is in bold and the font size is number 

four. The font of the body part of the body part is Song, the font size is the small size 

4, the first line is indented by two characters, the front distance is 0 lines, the back 

distance is 0 lines, and the line spacing is a fixed value of 20 pounds. 

Paper form 

The detection of the paper form mainly detects whether the position of the form is 

centered, the interval between the form and the paragraph of the article, and the font 

and font size of the form. The font in the table is Song, the font size is the fifth 

character, and the position is centered. 

The name of the form font is Song, the font size is the fifth character, and the position 

is centered. 

(5) Paper graphics 

The detection of the graphic of the paper mainly detects whether the position of the 

graphic is centered, the interval between the graphic and the paragraph of the article, 

and the font and font size of the graphic. The position of the graphic should be 

centered. The name of the graphic is Song No. 5 and the position is centered. 

(6) Paper references 

 The detection of the reference paper mainly detects the font, font size, line spacing, 

segment spacing, etc., and also checks the serial number of the reference, the number 

of references, and so on. The fonts of these references are in bold, the font size is the 

small two font, the alignment is centered, the front distance is 0 lines, and the back 

distance is 0 lines. The font of the reference content is Song, the font size is the small 

four font, the first line is indented by two characters, the front distance is 0 lines, the 

back distance is 0 lines, and the line spacing is a fixed value of 20 pounds. 
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(7) Paper header and footer 

The header and footer of the paper mainly detects the content, the font size, the 

position, etc. of the content written above, and these are subtle, but they are very 

easy to make mistakes. The content of the title of the paper should be “North China 

Electric Power University undergraduate graduation design (thesis)”, the font is Song, 

the font size is the fifth font, and the alignment is centered.  The content of the header 

of the paper should be Arabic numerals, the font is Song, the font size is the fifth font, 

and the alignment is centered.When the above parts are separately detected, the test 

results are finally displayed. For the detection of the system, it is necessary to ensure 

that it can be detected as soon as possible, and it can not take too long. Secondly, the 

detection system is guaranteed to be accurate, and then the system is convenient to 

use. Finally, the system is easy to expand and convenient. Update and improve later. 

  

3. System Design 

In the previous description and analysis of the needs of the graduate paper format 

detection system, the design will be described based on the analysis. 

The overall design of the system is based on the c/s structure, and students can send 

the papers to the system to automatically detect and output the test results. The 

detection part uses XML technology and is developed in C# language. The paper 

acquisition part can open the catalog through relevant methods, obtain the docx type 

file, and then select the paper to be tested to obtain the paper. The positioning of 

each part is to use the Open XML SDK to read the file, and then find the various parts 

of the file to be detected, the following is the positioning of each part. 

 

3.1 Positioning of each  part of  the paper 

(1) cover 

The cover is the first page of the paper, which is generally stored in the <paragraph> 

of the <body> element. Therefore, when locating the cover, you need to find the first 

<paragraph> containing the text in the document, and then compare the text with 

the paper template. The main title text of the paper, if the same, indicates that the 

positioning is successful. If it is different, it will continue to traverse. If it is found, it 

will succeed. If it has not been found, the main title is incorrect or missing. 

(2) Summary 

The abstract is also stored in the <paragraph> of the <body> element. When 

checking the summary, the two words in the obtained title are compared and found, 

then the location is obtained, and then the search is continued. <paragraph>, when 

the content is found as a keyword, it stops traversing after the end of the segment, 

and the positioning summary is completed. When locating the English abstract, 
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compare and find "Abstract" in the obtained title, then get the position where it is 

located, and then continue to search for each <paragraph> after that, when it finds 

that the content is "Key words", it is in the paragraph Stop after the end and locate 

the English abstract successfully. 

(3) Directory 

Locate the paper catalog and traverse the <paragraph> of the <body> element. When 

<paragraph> is found to contain <Hyperlink> or <FieldChar>, then the directory is 

the place. 

(4) Text 

The text begins with the first numbered title in the full text, ending at the first 

unnumbered title, so the first numbered title and the first unnumbered title are found 

when locating the body. 

(5) Form 

 The table element information is stored in the <tbl> of the <body> element, and 

each <tbl> element is viewed to locate the table location. 

(6) Graphics 

The graphic is stored in the <parwing> or <picture> of the <paragraph>. When 

positioning the graphic, check the next content. If it is not empty, continue to check 

whether it contains the "map". If it is included, it will be successfully positioned, 

otherwise the format is wrong. 

(7) References 

When locating a reference, in the positioned title, by comparing the search, when the 

comparison finds the "reference", the current position is located at this time, and then 

each <paragraph> is sequentially traversed, and each <paragraph> containing the 

text is It is the reference content. If the next one is detected, the reference traversal 

ends. 

(8) Header and footer 

The header is in the child element <headerReference> of the child element <sectPr> 

of <p>, and the footer is in the child element <footerReference> of the child element 

<sectPr> of <p>, so it is necessary to step through the <p step when locating the 

header >, look for the <sectPr> child element, then look for <headerReference> and 

find the header <hdr> element. When locating the footer, step through <p>, look for 

the <sectPr> child element, then look for <footerReference> and then find the header 

<ftr> element. 

 

3.2 Positioning part format acquisition 

 For each part of the paper that you have located, you will need to obtain the format 

of each part to compare it with the required format to find out where it is not. There 
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are corresponding methods for locating each part of the format, and then how to get 

the attributes. 

(1) Font Attributes: When you get the font attributes, you need to detect each <p> 

element, and then get the font style according to the style hierarchy. 

(2) Font size attribute: The font size attribute is stored in the attribute Val in <sz>, so 

the attribute Val in <sz> can be read to obtain the font size attribute, and then 

compared with the font size table to obtain the corresponding font size. 

(3) Segment front distance attribute: The segment front distance information is stored 

in the before and beforeLines attributes of the <spacing> element. So you can look 

at the beforeLines property in the <spacing> element, get the beforeLines property 

value, and get the pre-segment distance; store the line spacing information in the 

linePitch property of the child element <docGrid> of the <sectPr> element, so you 

can find the <sectPr> element. The linePitch property of the child element <docGrid> 

is used to obtain the line spacing information; the segment leading information is 

stored in the before attribute of the child element <docGrid> of the <sectPr> element, 

so the child element <docGrid> of the <sectPr> element can be found. The before 

property to get the distance before the segment. 

(4) Post-distance attribute-: The post-distance information is stored in the after and 

afterLines attributes of the <spacing> element. So you can look at the afterLines 

property in the <spacing> element, get the afterLines property value, and get the 

post-segment distance; store the segment back-distance information in the after 

property of the <spacing> element, so you can find the before property of the 

<spacing> element to get Distance after the paragraph. 

(5) Line spacing attribute: The line spacing information is stored in the lineRule and 

line attributes of the <spacing> element, and the method of parsing the line is stored 

in the lineRule. Therefore, you can get the line spacing information by looking up the 

lineRule and line properties of the <spacing> element. 

 

3.3 Standard format acquisition 

For the standard acquisition stored in the XML file, the XML file is read through a series 

of functions, the information inside each file is read and the information is stored in 

an array. After reading the format of the paper to be detected, The format to be read 

is compared with the array one by one. When the time is different, the current format 

error is displayed. When the same is the same, the current format is correct. 

 

4. Conclusion 

The paper format detection system realizes the automatic detection of the paper 

format, and displays the non-standardized place to test the paper format, so as to 
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reduce the burden on teachers and students to check the format of the paper. 

According to the needs of the system, the paper can be used. The format is tested for 

each part, and the cover format, the abstract format, the catalog format, the text 

format, the table format, the graphic format, the header and footer format, and the 

reference format are respectively tested one by one, and the final detection result is 

output, and the overall effect is good. However, there are still some shortcomings. 

Firstly, because the format of the paper will always change every year, a module should 

be designed to manually enter the format requirements, so that the system can keep 

pace with the times and meet the requirements of the always changing format. The 

system can only detect docx type papers, and also needs manual format conversion, 

so it is very troublesome. You can add a paper format conversion part, automatically 

convert the obtained doc file into a docx file to realize detection, and one point, the 

system obtains Papers must be submitted in advance Pui to your computer, so you 

can get into a portion of a web page, users need only upload their papers can be 

checked on the Internet, so you can more easily. 
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